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ABSTRACT
Mine working contamination occurs when diffusion in a constant velocity medium is accompanied by a process of absorption and accumulation of the diffunding medium, as described by the generalized convective diffusion equation proposed by
J.L. Litwiniszyn. The first part of this article discusses the problem of fmding a solution to the integra-differential equation
under study for defmed initial and boundary conditions corresponding to working with a fmite length (direct problem). The
second part solves the problem of determining the coefficients of this equation by using the results of measurements of the
contaminant concentration by sensors positioned along the working (inverse problem). A computer stimulation model has
been conducted by the author.
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INTRODUCTION
Contaminating a mine working with gases (CO, CH4) occurs when diffusion in a constant velocity medium is accompanied by a process of absorption and accumulation of
the diffunding medium. Two problems arise in this connection:
•
Determination of the degree of contamination in the
mine working (direct problem).
•
Determination of the coefficients in the generalized
equation of convective diffusion.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL
A mathematical model of the phenomenon under study and
the solution in some cases have been presented by Litwiniszyn (1963). A complete solution to the problem as
well as a method for fmding the coefficients by measuring
gas concentration along the working will be proposed
According to Litwiniszyn (1963), the process under
study is described by the following differential integral
equation:

oc(x,t)
oc(x,t)
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(1)

AC(x,t)+B {c(x,r)dr
(1)

C (X, t) is the gas concentration at a distance x from the
beginning of the working at an instant t .
V is the air velocity
D is a turbulent diffusion coefficient
A is a dimensionless absorption coefficient
B is a dimensionless accumulation coefficient
The initial and boundary conditions are:

c(x,O) = q>(x)

O~x ~

c(O,t)= / 1 (t)

(2)

t>0
c(L,t)= / 2 (t)
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Thus, the solution to Equation ( 1) under conditions (2)
gives the gas concentration C (X, t) along the working at an
instant t . It is further assumed that the initial and boundary
conditions (2) are known. Besides, sensors are positioned at
several points in the working to record the gas concentration. Let these sensors be positioned at points
11 ,12 , ••••• lk. For observation time T and a time step

C(xi 0) = CiO
'
Co)= fl}

= rp(x;) = qJ;
(5)

Cnj = f21
Transfonning Eq. (4) results the following:
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are generated. We construct the following function:

Dht

k

F(V,D,A,B)
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(3)
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where Cis a solution to (1) and (2) . We aim at finding such
V,D,A,B that F(V,D,A,B) ~min.
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NUMERICAL METHOD/COMPUTER SIMULATION
The stability of the scheme is detennined by the choice of
The solution to Equation (1) under condition (2) is a difficult task. It can be solved numerically by network methods.
In this case it is particularly important to choose the proper
differentiating scheme and its stability. With implicit
schemes the equation is approximated by a long system of
linear equations whose solution requires considerable numerical resources. Therefore, we have chosen an explicit
scheme. If we denote the steps along X and t by hx and h1 ,
then
X;=

ihx, tJ

= jht,i = O, ... n j = O, ... ,m.

hx and ht from the inequalities:

hx<DIV;

ht<min~,

D 2D+Af1x

~

2
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The author has done a computer simulation using the
method described above, with hx and ht chosen in accordance with the condition for stability (7). Also, coefficients
V, D, A, B can be detennine by minimizing f(V, D, A, B) as
defmed in Eq. (3).
Obviously, gradient methods are unsuitable because

C(l;, J h1 ) contains the implicit variables which we seek

We replace the differential Equation (1) with:

(4)

Condition (2) take the following fonn:

so that we cannot detennine the F gradient. Therefore, we
will use Nedler-Mead's method (Bunday, 1984) which is a
direct method for seeking the minimum of a function. This
method is very suitable especially when having unknown
variables less than 6. In fact, this method constructs an irregular simplex and moves it iterationally toward the optimal point.
The computer software, realizing this coefficient problem, can take as input the results of the direct problem solution or sensor recorded data.
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The computer software, which we have designed, has been
used to solve an example.
In a mine working having a length of 200 m, an initial
gassing C(x, 0) = canst., there is gas emission at the beginning of the working with constant intensity, i.e.,
/ 1 ( t) = cons! . The other boundary condition is
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The coefficient values are:
V = 2 m/s, D = 25, A= 0.01, and B = 0.0002
Observation time is 100 seconds.. The sensors are positioned at 50 m, 100 m, 150 m and 17 5 m from the beginning of the working. Four files are generated simultaneously, which simulate the recording of gas concentration by
sensors. They are used as input data for the coefficient
problem. Disturbance is added to these data, which is determined by a real situation of measurement errors.
Table 1 presents results of the software for 1 and 4 sensors. It can be seen from the numerical experiment that better results are obtained with 4 sensors. This fact can be explained by the instability of the inverse problems where, the
presence of more a priori data leads to a more precise solution.
Table 1. Experimental result using one and four sensors.
4 sensors
1 sensor
values
2.0045
1.42
v
2
0.0102
0.026
A
0.01
0.0002
0.0007
B
0.0002
26.04
D
22.6
26

CONCLUSION
The problem described above is part of a larger problem of
monitoring mine ventilation networks and their control. It is
closely related to designing suitable hardware and software.
The coefficient problem considered can be discussed in the
light of ill-posed physical problems whose solution requires
special methods. We have used here the multiple solutions
to direct problems, approximating iterationally to the sought
solution. Unsolved remains the problem of creating a regularizing algorithm for determining the coefficients, in accordance with the errors from the input data measurements.

